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Hojgaard jumps ship to Univan

O

ne of the best known shipmanagers

Seatrade Asia Week. The Danish national

in Asia has been poached by

has worked in Hong Kong before.

demonstrates continuity
and a ‘steady hand on
the wheel’.”
Hojgaard

joins

another famous name

Univan to become ceo. Bjorn

Replacing Hojgaard at Thome is Carsten

in shipmanagement on

Hojgaard has resigned as managing director

Brix Ostenfeldt who had served as the

gardening leave. Rob

of Singapore’s Thome Ship Management

company’s technical director for the past two

Grool’s enforced lay up

and enters a period of gardening leave

years.

following his departure

before taking the reins at Hong Kong’s
Univan Shipmanagement in mid-January.
“I am excited about moving back to Hong
Kong and joining Univan,” Hojgaard told

Olav Eek Thorstensen, Thome group

from the Wallem Group earlier this year

chairman and ceo, said, “It is pleasing that we

comes to an end in December although he

have been able to make this key appointment

remains tight lipped as to where his next

from

posting will be.

within

the

organization

as

it

OSL’s new lease of life

W

hen Pacific Transportation Asia,

Bjorn Hojgaard

end of 2011 and August 2013.

operating business,” he added.
OSL already has enough cargo to offer
employment to six ships full-time and the
company continues to expand its trading

CLSA Capital Partners’ private

Head of Investments at PTA Peter Min

routes. This year it successfully moved into

equity vehicle, announced it

said: “Our interest in OSL was sparked by

Far East- Australia trades and Min revealed

was buying into OSL Shipping in December

its solid group of customers and a good

the company is looking to embark on China-

2010, the Hong Kong-based handysize

profitable trade between China and West

North America services soon.

specialist was essentially known as a

Africa. We thought that this was a good

charterer with a good trade on the China-

platform to build on.

West Africa route.
In fact OSL had invested in two ships in

“We did not want to just be a tonnage
provider,” he stressed.

PTA’s acquisition of much of OSL
equipped the company with a $100m war
chest for growth but Min said there is no
hurry

to

expand

further

given

that

early 2010, but since PTA stepped in as the

“We think going forward relationships

secondhand valuations remain “a bit rich”

majority stakeholder expansion of the fleet

with cargo interests will be increasingly

and newbuilding prices may yet have further

and the trade routes it serves has stepped

important, especially in Asia and we

to fall.

up a gear or two. The company has since

wanted to invest in a platform that

“Next year the market will be a little bit

ordered five handysize newbuildings that

demonstrated that kind of relationship. It

worse than this year,” he said, because of

are scheduled to be delivered between the

was always our intention to build an

the spike in newbuild deliveries.

No resolution to Hong Kong port congestion
Chronic lack of land for container storage

K

The real problem behind the congestion
issue is a shift from origin to destination to

nown as one of the world’s most

as an efficient transhipment hub,” the

transhipment.

efficient ports, congestion in Hong

GHKFA chairman TY Hung said at the time.

transhipment cargoes have risen from

Kong came as a surprise to many

Three months later, Hung said that due to

around 30% to more than 50% without any

this summer.
In July, feeder operators under the banner

reduced volumes and the worst of the
summer weather now gone, congestion is

In

the

past

10

years

recognition of the impact by government.
The head of Modern Terminals has

of the Guangdong and Hong Kong Feeder

not a problem – for now. But he insisted that

spoken out for the first time against

Association complained of delays of up to

the problem is chronic, and more to do with

government inaction. Managing director

seven days when attempting to lift or

lack of land available for container storage

Benjamin Lai said: “While transhipment

discharge containers at certain terminals.

in the hinterland and at the waterfront.

cargoes need to stay in the yard areas for a

Reasons for the congestion were put

“We wrote a letter to the Housing and

longer time, more storage space inside the

down to a combination of foggy conditions

Transport Bureau outlining the need for

terminal is needed. Given the limited

leading to delays at Shanghai and Qingdao

additional storage space and an extension

terminal space in Hong Kong, there is a

and a shortage of truckers and stevedores.

of the working hours of the public facilities

demand for additional container depots near

“This has dire consequences for our

but we have yet to receive a reply,” said

the terminals to serve as back-up land for

Hung.

increasing terminal operations efficiency.”

members’ business and for Hong Kong Port
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